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Saturday History Call
INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE

I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A

BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com ; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”

Thursday:

9 pm – 12:00 pm EST

Stargate Round Table

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Friday Night Hard News

Saturday:

2:30 pm – 2 am EST

History of our Galactic World & NESARA

Hosts: Tara & Rama
T &R

Friday, Saturday: From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the Conference Call
Line [8-9 pm MST 1-209-647-1600 pin 353 863#] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• Use the following phone numbers to ask questions or make comments during the radio show.
530 – 413 – 9537 [line 1]
530 – 763 – 1594 [line 2 & 3]
530 – 746 – 0341 [line 4]
•

BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US

1 – 888-429-5471

This # picks up the first available line.

B Conference Call:

1-860-970-0300

Thursday PIN #
Friday PIN #
Saturday PIN #

BBS Phone Line:

1-716-748-0144

NO PIN REQUIRED: this line is very, very clear!

C Skype:
D

87 87 87#
23 23 23#
13 72 9#

BBSradio2

Archives for the 3 Programs listed above:
● To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com/ Station 2; scroll down; click on Live Talk Radio Shows
• Scroll down to Saturday History Call with Tara and Rama, and click on “Library Archives”
• Click on those words and you will be taken to the listing of all program archives, the latest one
being at the top.
• You can download the program to your own computer or listen directly.
● The 2013 website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/
look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.

II

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

A

Sunday, Mondays:

B

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
9:00 – 10:30 pm EST

Ashtar on the Road
Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar & others
www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 559 – 726 – 1300;
PIN 972400##
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype

C

Wednesdays:

The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only: 1–712-432-0900
PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712- 432-0990 PIN 666238#
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9 – 10:30 EST

7:00 – 9:00 EST

Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only:
1 – 605-475-5950; PIN 9467441#
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Opening Meditation:

Cheryl Reading: Life-transforming Success and Much, Much more!
By Patricia Cota-Robles
[SEE BELOW]

Housekeeping:

Rainbird

BBS:

•
•
•
•

A listener-supported radio program; we can access program archives on BBS
The radio program costs $300 per week; this week, we need $ 305
Everyone doing a little helps a lot - many thanks to everyone for paying it forward!
Go to BBSradio.com/Station2; find the listing for True History call; find the Paypal
button
• BBS appreciates getting checks through the mail – no fees taken off by Paypal
• NO COST TO ACCESS BBS ARCHIVES for either of the 2 T & R PROGRAMS,
or the Thursday night program: MariettaRobert's Stargate Round Table
• Re: archives of other BBS programs; the money we pay to listen to someone else's archives
is put towards our BBS bill!
• The mailing address for those who do not like paying electronically:
BBS Network, Inc.
[Please put “Attention Don” on the envelope.]
5167 Toyon Lane
Paradise, CA 95969
• Sending a check to BBS means all your money is received; using Paypal incurs a fee.

T & R: • Their full-time, life time commitment is to be tuned in to what is really going on behind the
artificial world that we see around us. They don't ask for anything but they require
food, gas, a home, access to BBS Radio on order to get the information out.
• We can donate via the Paypal button on the homepage of 2013 Rainbow Roundtable
• Please notify them if you're sending something:
• Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders:

koran999@comcast.net

Ram D Berkowitz
1704 B Llano St, # 249
Santa Fe, NM 87505
317-773-0061

• phone contact is via MariettaRobert Pickett:
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
• Remember you can book a session with Mother, as well!
MR:

• Please remember to support MariettaRobert's show, too
• You can also book a session with MR for a transformational clearing.

T:

if you have any trouble hearing, that means there is an issue with the sound and it
is an emergency - so call this number: 1-888- 429 – 5471
• if you cannot get through, use this # 1-888 – 710-8061

Intro Notes
•

The following audio link allows you to listen to the entire program.
http://bbsradio.com/podcast/true-history-september-5-2015

•

The new number for the Conference Line: NOW IN USE
• for an hour, 8 – 9 pm MST, every Friday, Saturday – 641-715-3650; pin 353 863#
• for the rest of the show, it's BBS Radio for those with computers,
or for those without - 1 - 860 - 970 – 9300; pin codes are listed on page 1
• if you can't hear on the 860 number, call 1-716-748 – 0144 out of Texas:
this gets you straight into the BBS radio program which is very clear.
• There is no PIN CODE; you can only listen – and you can hear BBS Radio 24/7.
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HARD NEWS
CAMP LOVEWAVE - guest was Leonardo Mogu
• Leonardo Mogu is a follower of Falun Gong, he's also a Shaolin Master: does almost 16 different
forms of martial arts. He's a friend of Nassim Harimein who got him out of China – took
some doing, as China wants to get all the Falun Gong and the Uighurs [sounds like
“Weegers”] out of China.
• It is NOT President Xi, but the Cabals over there still playing with the cabals in the US –
about world domination by force.
• Leonardo talked to the Che Gung [Qi Gong] path [Qigong is an integration of physical postures,
breathing techniques, and focused intentions. See National Qigong Association website] , Chinese
acupuncture: did you know that the rhythms in your body change every 2 hours with the
energies of the rising and setting of the sun which is connected at the hip to the sun and
connected to Helios and Vesta, and all the way up to Mother.
• Leonardo talked of having asthma, the beginning stages of a bleeding ulcer: grew up in China
seeing things that he said . . . R brings up a movie Army of Darkness – a wild movie in
which the hero took on zombies with a chainsaw and and 57 oldsmobile in medieval times!
• Leonardo rose up out of poverty to being a teacher of the Falun Gung; he is coming to Taos and
Santa Fe to teach classes at the end of Sept; talked of the blood moon and Wave X, and
about being on our best behaviour in this time of the blood moon – we have to stay in the
place of balance and love or we will be thrown on our keisters & we might not get back up
because the energies will lay us out flat – that is how intense the energies are.
As we watch the clowns trying to shut down the gov't here – these ones are just clowns and are
getting millions of dollars: please stop supporting these people as they hold no power
except in the sense of the fear card.
• Thom Hartman asking if it is time to declare the Republican party a terrorist organization? They
did 9/11 – when do we start calling them out as treasonists - except for 64 good
members, the Democrats are of a similar ilk.
• Leonardo said buildings do not fall flat like a pancake in 10 sec or less, like the ones on 911 did
– the crimes these ones have done are astronomical – goes into the realm of ET Corey and
the stories that have not been told about the kids whose photos were on milk cartons.
• E T Corey talked of a project going on in the 50s and 60s when the brightest of the bright
American were put in special programs; Unbeknownest to their parents, they were
disappeared and taken to Mars and other parts of Alpha Quadrant of the Milky Way Galaxy
• It is only now that things are beginning to change: the planet and solar system are on
lock down, as part of the galaxy is: we have to be able to navigate and create our own
Merkabas and move as inter dimensional beings in our own Merkabas - As we can navigate
this energy, we can get to earth with our ship intact.
•

Leonardo also spoke of having quirks in our social-political economic systems; spoke of the
difference bettween China and US: China is not communist but capitalist; swear allegiance
to Chairman Mao but they are into vulture capitalism which does not help the people.
• People like him are called dissidents / terrorists / subversives and they are disappeared –
has seen many of relatives and others connected with the Falun Gung & other groups get
disappeared and the light of hope gets blown out.
• He came here with the help of Nassim to share the wisdeom of the Chi Gung way. He went
through the Shaolin training in many places there.
• R has told the story of one of Natasha's body guards coming from China: as part of the
final test / initiation, have to pick up a glowing red hot iron pot with your forearms; the
result is a tattoo of a tiger and a dragon, one on each forearm – the sure sign of a master.
•

•

Teran and Bear asked him how old he was: 34!!!
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Talked of the true way of getting to ascension and eating a vegan diet – in the beginning
only ate scraps which is why he got asthma and the beginnings of stomach cancer– as he
began learning the martial arts, he is now in perfect health, says he has no issues with his
body – is growing younger doing Tai Chi and is getting younger. As you master some of
this temple, you become immortal.
• Talked of the dynasties there: China buying up mega amounts of gold; the d-word [dinars, global
currency reset]
• said if you got involved in this story, you lost your shirt and your pants and now you are
naked to the world and you go out that way; he said PLEASE DO NOT BUY INTO THE FACT
THAT THESE FOLKS ARE LEADING YOU DOWN A PATH TO THE GALLOWS.
•

•

Hillary was behind it all in the beginning, then put the Grams in the front – Phil and Wendy
Gram got their blessings and used it for darkness- began the Tea Party. There are people
still buying the lies – Dinar recaps and other websites are total lies, and they drain peoples
energies
• Realize that the ones who are hired at the top are so brainwashed as they have been told
they will get $38 for each Dinar, where others get only $3.85 – the minute you hear stuff
like that, you leave the conversation.

•

Talked of the ship that showed up over California: Teran said it could be a scientific Andromedan
ship – he did not know. As we are moving higher and higher with Wave X they could be
here: R knows the Pleiadians and the Andromedans are here. But the Men in Black are still
playing with these technologies - says Will Smith knows totally what is going on.
• Teran talked of so many sightings in major areas across the planet where the intensity of
the people is so high

1.4 million people - the Catelonians - want to be separate from Spain – too many inequities of
societies around the world are visible to be seen.
• We the people have the power and as we use this in
•

Germany: DW News – still calling them migrants, not refugees – and increasing the intensity of
rounding up those ones in Germany - It's boxcar time!
• The people who know better in England are slapping Cameron around
• Jeremy Corbyn is going to mop the floor with Cameron
• Julian Assange saying good things about Corbyn and, if he wants to be Prime Minister,
will have to play footsy with the US – T interjects “That is cancelled because JA is not
taking into consideration what we know now.”
R: it is time for people all over the planet to be free – with no borders
T: free will choice means there are consequences – and that story, the experiment, the Divine
Leila of us wanting free will choice to do what we wanted, is is now over.
• Faction 3 White Nights backed up by the galactics enter the scene: there will be no
reincarnation; only new souls get to come in now; except for the special dispensation of
what happened on 9/11. Everyone else has new assignments & are in other places that are
all linked. The ones who are in the past will be spurred on by the energy of what happens
here on earth to move more quickly than we on earth moved.
Idea of Messiah – On Sept 12/13 talk of the Jewish Messiah coming back: the Jews expect the
Messiah to be a Muslim: this info from D'Yanna. Dr Keshe is not Muslim; he is Jewish.
• The Mahdi is a muslim-islamic term; another term is the Golden Age of Maitreya = My
tray of gold
• It is not an individual: it's an office – and this time the people have to take the
energy and the knowledge and make it part of their lives and get into world group service;
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it will not be done by an individual saviour – it is not a person!
T: brings up what Kr Keshe has said
R: Ashtar has told R that as various roles when they take the place, they are Offices
[Office of the Christ, Office of the Cosmic Christ] , not people – they serve for eons and
eons of time: could be 28,826 years of one cycle moving from one sign to the next.
• Santos Bonacci [recently arrested in Australia] worked with Ian Lundgold & the Mayan
calendar – master astrologer - knows way too much about this story!
• As we move through the various signs, we move from one age to another, from Kali Yuga
to Sat Yuga – and now we are moving into the Age of Enlightenment and having our
hearts open so we can receive a higher wisdom and understand things from a different
perspective
T: About Dr Keshe: he signed his name in May “In my name” [some people call this the messiah]
• he is Jewish and lives in Iran; he's a descendant of the daughters of Ruth – going back to
the Hanging Gardens of Babylon & king of that time; Ruth without compromise saved the
Jewish people in the NW corner of Iran & it's still a Jewish corner
• that book [bible] is in a sense - we are going beyond the biblical texts, the torahs, the korans,
the
upanishads, the Gitas, all the Vedic materials – we are going beyond this because
we are in 5th dimension and higher; those books were 3D tools to teach the masses until
they were in an ascended state with their bodies and that is what we are doing now
• Even though Dr Keshe can erase the ether of war from the consciousness of all humanity,
starting with the men with guns in every place – and what is happening right now is that
the more bogey men that are put in, the more people wake up and say get a life.
• This morning Chris Hedges was still saying that there is no way Bernie Sanders will
become president and within the context of assuming that the so-called powers that are no
more are still reigning – that would be true – but it is not!
• yet what they are planning now has to do with not giving a flying F***
T: brought up something yesterday that R
R: spoke by text to Larry & Curly: these ones want to do an internal coup d'etat in this country
and wipe out the Obama family because they consider the family less than human.
• Commander, with all due respect, they have no power. Whatsover. They are playing the
last fear card – believe in the magic of who you are. They want to rile up the people, stir
the pot so there would be a confrontation between the police, the military, the militias –
has read that the Oathkeepers want to come and defend Kim Davis in Kentucky
• The Oathkeepers are a paramilitary group like Blackwater: murderers, ex policemen, exmilitary: they are playing with the fire of the universe and you cannot play with that
energy unless you are Lord Indra; they cannot play with that kind of energy and life
force and simply wipe out any life force because you don't like the colour of a person's skin
or the way they eat their food or the way they pray to whatever form of Creative Force
they connect with
• they want to shut down the gov't again and create an incident around martial law – and
initiate mass riots, martial law, usurp Obama and start ethnic cleansing – which they
have already started with black people.
T: Leonardo saying that the Chinese were two-faced: they play the role of the capitalist, but use
the communist situation and kill their people – this is also going on here in the US: the
Oath keepers are part of the group that has killed 2 million people in the last 100 years.
R: Leonardo: oath is a strange word: as you enter into this realm from spirit realm, you
are a spirit being having a human experience; your only oath is to follow the
Laws of the One
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Audio:

What We Think About When We Try Not to Think About Global Warming
Per Aspen Stokness at Seattle Town Hall, WA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-LVESQtG-s

Published on 15 May 2015
There are five main psychological barriers to climate action —the five D’s Per Espen Stoknes
calls them—that keep us from acknowledging the need for change: We distance ourselves
from the climate issue; we avoid doom and sacrifice messengers; we experience
cognitive dissonance; we get rid of fear and guilt through denial mechanisms; and,
automatically resist criticisms of identity, job, and lifestyle. We need to retell the story of
climate change and, at the same time, create positive, meaningful actions that can be
supported even by deniers.
This event will be rich in story and examples, as Stoknes reviews recent psychological
research and explores emerging strategies for how to overcome this ‘psychological climate
change paradox’. A more compassionate climate communication can now rely on approaches
that employ the power of social networks, reframing, nudging, storytelling and better climate
response indicators. Also, the acknowledgement of grief, helplessness and despair, as well as
reconnecting with an intimate and personal experience, can be a deep source of motivation for
a grounded hope. Stoknes seeks to answer the fundamental questions: Is humanity up to the
task?
His book, by the same title: What We Think About When We Try Not to Think About
Global Warming, will be of interest to people working on the front lines of the climate issue,
people trying to make policy or educate the public, or just an average person trying to make
sense of the cognitive dissonance or grapple with frustration over this looming issue.
Speaker Bio:
Per Espen Stoknes is a psychologist and an economist. An entrepreneur, he has cofounded
clean-energy companies, and he spearheads the BI Norwegian Business School’s executive
program on green growth. He has previously worked both as a clinical and organizational
psychologist and as an advisor in scenario planning to a wide range of major national and
international businesses, government agencies, and nonprofit institutions. His research
interests include climate and environmental strategies, economic psychology, and energy
systems. Teaching areas include green growth, foresight and corporate strategy, behavioral
economics and expressive arts. He has written three books, including Money and Soul. He
lives in Oslo, Norway.

Audio: Sister Giant: Elizabeth Kuchinich – Free Speech TV – a whole weekend in LA
recorded Sept 7th
Elizabeth Kuchinich and a panel: Dave Murphy, Danielle Nuremberg; Larissa Walker,
Ryland Goheart; Paige Richardson - supporting a higher level of contribution among those
who want to increase their efficacy 1hr 41 min.: these are global movements!!!! And they
are working together, passing information around.
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ASTROLOGY
Astrology for the Soul – Sept 8/15

https://youtu.be/keAaeA9HGW0
I love that life is a mystery,
The more I begin to see,
Her slowly revealing her secrets,
And showing myself to me.
CLICK the chart below for a larger, printable version

click here to download/listen to the Pele
Report mp3
Time to finish setting the table for the guests are
about to arrive! The Solar Eclipse this weekend in
Virgo wants everything perfect for the banquet to
begin. This may require going back over some "old
forgotten details" in the projects, relationships,
initiatives, and health, maybe even stretching back
to how we have been treating ourselves since
childhood.
It can be a week when Life brings us our issues to
look at and "fix" prior to moving on. Through some
of the "crisis" that may emerge it will be helpful to
maintain the attitude that everybody and everything will be better off in the long run and that we
can be in a state of gratitude rather than victim when being shown our "faulty" ways.
One tendency might be to try and avoid or deny the problem/s, procrastinate or give up when
shown how much effort is required to get back on track. Fortunately, Venus and Mars together in
Leo trine Uranus can give us some original creative ways to deal with just about anything.
Particularly in the realm of love and relationship it is a time to brainstorm in new ways of being in
relationship with ourselves and our partner/s rather than dwell on how the current situation needs
changing. The more proactive we are now the less reactive we may be later! Enjoy working it all
out (and not just in the gym)!
T: every morning, write something down – a few words, stream of consciousness, a picture, a
dream -

DO NOT GET WINDOWS 10: IT'S A SPY OP! [The trouble R was having had to do with the fact
that the conference line has a new website, geared to Windows 10 – and more and more
sites are moving to W 10.]
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Reading: 2015-09-12 SOLAR ECLIPSE + NEW MOON in Virgo September 12 / 13 2015~
[SEE BELOW]
Audio: the Oracle Report

[TEXT – SEE BELOW]

CONFERENCE CALL
Reading: 2015-09-01 “Something” Just Happened! China’s Gold Stocks, Dumping of US Treasuries,
Quantitative Tightening (QT), Oil Markets
[SEE BELOW]
Aug. 15, 1971 – when the world went on the Petro Dollar.
Lyn: livingonenesscommunity.com - Greg Bradin spoke at it [either Sept 10 or 11] - connected to
the shiftmovement.com
peacealliance.org – they are writing congress, meet with congressional reps – was set up by Dennis
Kuchinich – it's mainstream – a huge movement; David Bernstein was main speaker – he's starting a
program called www.solutionsjournalism.com
She has a digital subscription to the local newspaper – the fastest way to change hearts and minds is
to check the editorials and then blog on it. The young people working in the local newspaer set
things up so peeople can blog on the editorials – a good way to go.
T: this is about the change in the media
Lyn: copblock.org is also important – sites are working together so people are encouraged to

report police brutality; lawyers are also stepping in to help change the system

T: Earth: a New Wild – something they are watching in TV – the natives are naked as jay birds, in
their bare feet and documenting what is there on THEIR CELL PHONES!!!
Lyn: things are going global – GLOBALCLIMATECONVERGENCE.ORG
T: the borders are disappearing
• The healing of Mother Earth is happening now
Lyn: for those working in any arena relative to peace – the VeteransforPeace.org group need
more volunteers – if people will share this information, will help – the war mongers are
scared when they hear about the women in China who were asking them for help because
the kids are so addicted to video – war games:
• they need to wake up if you keep people focussed on war, they are asking for robotic
warfare!
• When she spoke to some of the people and told them the truth about what was coming,
they totally freaked! When you get robotic warfare coming and kids are affected by drugs
and they have google maps and know where you live, where the fracking sites are, where
the nuke sites are – the Chinese women are asking US churches to help with the kids
T: do those kids have the ability to blow up nuclear sites?
Lyn: Yes, that is what she meant.
R: the US gov't / Black Ops are practicing drone stuff in the US.
Lyn: the gig is up – the war mongers and what they are pushing
T: not quite sure what can be done: this is where intervention comes in as those sites are shut
down
Lyn: it's about changing the thought forms away from the whole paradigm
C2: didn't we hear that Dr Keshe is going to erase the idea of war f rom everyone's onsciousness?
T: yes, they won't remember a thing, no matter what they used to know – time to place that
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•

thought in our own minds!
Listening to Elizabeth Kuchinich today: and the Norwegian speaker – both were about creating
solutions to whatever is happening – THAT IS WHAT WE ARE ALL ABOUT AT THIS MOMENT.

[Watching wolverines playing in the mountains – amazing creatures!]
T: all the concerns of the moment: there was a time when we had no ice or snow: as we travel
closer to the Pleiades – not sure what that means in terms of weather.
• These guys only have a grip on 3D – we are focussing on 6th – 9th Dimensions now!
• The more we “don't worry, be happy” and commune with greater vision, hearts,
consciousness and super consciousness, we find the solutions are in the higher dimensions.
BBS RADIO
Music: The Gaia Tree mantra
T: Xi, Putin, Obama know exactly what is going on
• we've moved into a new phase where plans and solutions are being proposed
• As the activation occurs in countries around the world, there are lots of NGOs that have been
created by wealthy visionairies
• Do what the new vibration allows: as long as the galactics are ready and we are ready, things
will go ahead.
Audio: Balance of the presentation of Elizabeth Kuchinich and friends
http://sistergiant.com/
Please join me for the next SISTER GIANT Conference on March 28-29, in Los
Angeles and/or via livestream. (This one is for all of us — women and men too!)
We’re going to have a deep conversation that weekend about conscious citizenship
and political change. From getting the money out of politics to racial justice and
mass incarceration, from the corruption of our food supply to how to build a more
peaceful world, from spiritual enlightenment to political transformation, we’re going
to spend a weekend digging deep and flying high…in our minds, in our hearts, and
hopefully in our country.
The list of speakers and panelists is on the website.
Audio: balance of video of the Japanese pathologist who practices naturopathy and
alternative methods of maintaining health. Does running himself.

other

Audio: Dr H. Nakasawa Honoring Our Elders: Lives Well Lived

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Utur-3V3X24
Published on 14 Apr 2015
Honoring Our Elders: Lives Well Lived East Meets West from Samurai to MD, to
Complimentary Medicine Practitioner.
[STOPPED AT 58 MIN]
You can try to take nature out of healing but you can't take the Samurai spirit out of
the healer.
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Shot in HD, this documentary is an exciting exposé on some hidden truths about
main stream medicine. It is eloquently told, in a very personal story of a life well
lived. Sub titled East Meets West, this accomplished pathologist Dr. Hiroshi
Nakazawa M.D., turned back to his early childhood influences of natural medicine.
Fearlessly he tells the truth, about how and why we are over treated and over
medicated as standard operating procedure by the current day eastern medicine.
Coming soon exclusively to Free Speech TV from Frank Melli, producer of Meet The
Farmer TV.
Audio: [KR809] Keiser Report: Yuppie Gold Pools and Pet Rocks

Sept 12, 2015

https://youtu.be/JqaxBRYSDkM
We discuss the great un-banking movement as more people choose not to “buy in”
when the banking system seems rigged against them. In the second half, Max
interviews investment banker Ned Naylor Leyland about the latest in yuppie gold
pools and pet rocks.
Audio: GritTV- Laura Flanders

Black Land Matters: Mark Scott and Tia Powell Harris

September 8th, 2015

https://youtu.be/1TJ778OV-KA

A look at the historical and present-day connections between democracy, land,
housing and economic development. The history of the US is packed with people of
color and poor people who’ve been stripped of their rights - to vote, to wages, to
housing or even just the right to stay in the country - through incarceration,
segregation, slavery and deportation. For just as long, black communities have
created safety, and won a say in democracy, through buying and keeping land
cooperatively. It’s not just history, either. Mark Scott is an organizer of
#blacklandmatters, a group working today, and Tia Powell Harris is the director of
the Weeksville Heritage Center, Brooklyn’s largest African-American cultural
institution, which is dedicated to preserving the history of the 19th century African
American community of Weeksville - one of America’s first free black communities.
This episode also features an exclusive report, Cooperation vs. Gentrification:
Bed Stuy Strives to Stay Local, which explores ways people in the Bed Stuy
neighborhood of Brooklyn are using co-ops to find ways to benefit local communities
and prevent the displacement caused by gentrification.
Audio: a short clip of the first episode of Steve Colbert's late night show – Jon Stewart was
involved in this episode.
T: pleased with the way things fitted together on tonight's show: time for things like Cooperatives
and other ways of changing the current systems to be put in place.
Reading: Buddha in Redface
Closing:
Rainbird
Music: Rumi's song: Iran /Persia
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES
2015-09-08

Life-transforming Success and Much, Much More!
by Patricia Cota-Robles

I AM sending out this very important information on September 8th because it is the day that is
celebrated in the outer world as Mother Mary’s Birthday. This powerful representative of the Divine
Feminine and Universal Keeper of the Flame of the Immaculate Concept, is working in unison with
Saint Germain who is the Universal Keeper of the Violet Flame of God’s Infinite Perfection.
Together they have God Victoriously fulfilled a facet of the Divine Plan that they initiated on behalf
of ALL Humanity and every particle of Life evolving on this Planet during the initial impulse of our
fall from Grace. The success of their Divine Mission has catapulted Humanity and the Earth into
frequencies of vibration that will allow us to tangibly experience one of the most critical facets of
our Ascension process. We are in the midst of this amazing event this very moment. Our
conscious awareness of the opportunity at hand will allow us to participate in ways that will
transform our lives forever.
The information I am sharing with you in this article is complicated, but it is something you know
in the deepest recesses of your heart or you would not be on Earth during this auspicious time. If
possible, please print this article out and read it when you have time to go within and really
contemplate what has happened during the past few weeks and what is happening now during the
month of September 2015. Within the Divinity of your Heart, your I AM Presence will confirm the
Truth of this information. Then through this inner knowing, you will clearly understand just how to
assimilate and effectively utilize the profound opportunity at hand.

WE HAVE SUCCESSFULLY BURST THE BONDS OF OUR HUMAN EGOS
On August 15, 2015, the day celebrated in the outer world as Mother Mary’s Ascension Day,
approximately 700 people from 22 countries gathered within the Portal of Healing Through the
Power of Infinite Transmutation and Transfiguring Divine Love in Tucson, Arizona. The vehicle for
this gathering of selfless Lightworkers was the 29th Annual World Congress on Illumination. We
were joined in consciousness by Lightworkers all over the World who were projecting Light from
their various locations into the portal in Tucson.
In one-pointed consciousness, we unified our Heart Flames and formed a powerful transformer
through which the Light of God would flow throughout the entire week to accomplish the vital
facet of the Divine Plan that was destined to be victoriously accomplished through the unified
efforts of the entire Company of Heaven and embodied Lightworkers around the World.
On August 16, 2015, Archangel Michael and his mighty Legions of Power and Protection
descended into the atmosphere of Earth. Archangel Michael directed his Legions to traverse the
Earth north, south, east, and west. One of these powerful messengers of God entered the aura of
every single man, woman, and child on Earth and with the permission of each person’s I AM
Presence established an invincible forcefield of Protection and Divine Love around the fragmented
and fear-based aspect of every person’s human ego.
This invincible forcefield of Protection and Divine Love was specifically designed to prevent these
wayward aspects of Humanity’s fallen consciousness from interfering with the influx of Light that
would burst, ONCE AND FOR ALL, the paralyzing and oppressive grip that our human egos have
had, since the fall, on our physical, etheric, mental, and emotional bodies.
Once that forcefield of Light was secured around every person’s human ego, our Father-Mother
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God sounded a Cosmic Tone that signaled to ALL Creation that the Cosmic Moment had at last
arrived. This was the moment Humanity’s I AM Presences and the Company of Heaven had been
working toward since the miscreation of our fragmented and fear-based human egos literally
millions of years ago.
In response, the Legions of Light throughout Infinity projected their Light and Love in, through,
and around every particle and wave of Life on Earth, thus, holding the sacred space for God’s
Eternal Victory in the next critical facet of the unfolding Divine Plan.
When all was in readiness, our Father-Mother God Breathed into the Heart Flame of every person’s
I AM Presence the most intensified frequencies of 5th-Dimensional Crystalline Solar Light that
Humanity was capable of withstanding at that moment. On the Holy Breath of God, every atomic
and subatomic particle and wave of Light within Humanity’s physical, etheric, mental, and
emotional Earthly Bodies Ascended in energy, vibration, and consciousness into a frequency of
5th-Dimensional Crystalline Solar Light that burst asunder our human ego’s paralyzing grip. This
event PERMANENTLY freed Humanity’s Earthly Bodies from the bonds our egos have used to
manipulate and control us through fear-based thoughts, feelings, actions, and distorted beliefs in
separation and duality.
In spite of the pain and suffering our egos have inflicted in our lives and the chaos they have
created on a global level, they are still part of us and cannot be destroyed. They must be
transformed and Loved into the Light. That, in fact, was the next phase of the Divine Plan.
Once the human ego’s oppressive grip was burst asunder, the I AM Presence of every person was
able to Breathe their ego into their Heart Flame. At this point, every ego was still encapsulated in
the invincible forcefield of Protection and Love created by Archangel Michael’s Legions of Light.
Now, within the Divinity of every person’s Heart Flame, our I AM Presence will perpetually bathe
our ego in frequencies of Forgiveness and Divine Love until this aspect of our fallen personality
surrenders to the Light of God and is Eternally Loved FREE.
Each of Archangel Michael’s selfless Legions of Light has volunteered to remain in our auras and to
sustain the forcefield of Protection and Love around our egos until this process is complete. This
means very practically that our human ego will never again be able to manipulate and control us
through its fragmented and fear-based consciousness.
This Reality is filtering into people’s hearts and conscious minds daily and hourly. Millions of people
are tangibly feeling the monumental shift of consciousness that has occurred in their everyday
experiences. Many others have not sensed this shift yet and are still acting out of the HABIT of
their previous behavior patterns. However, without the ego to empower these habits their strength
will soon dissipate and the inner guidance of the person’s I AM Presence will be clearly heard. This
is what is meant by the statement, “We will see with new eyes and hear with new ears.”
The guidance from our I AM Presence is always based in Love and Reverence for Life. This means
without the interference of our human ego, our I AM Presence will be able to easily project viable
solutions to our Earthly challenges that will be perceived through our open hearts and conscious
minds.
THE NEXT CRITICAL STEPS OF PREPARATION
During the next two days, August 17-18, 2015, the Company of Heaven worked with Lightworkers
and the I AM Presence of every person on Earth to clear and heal the traumatized areas in
Humanity’s Earthly Bodies. These are the dense areas where our human egos previously existed.
Since we are One and there is NO separation, this Activity of Light also cleared and healed the
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areas in the physical, etheric, mental, and emotional strata within the bodies of Mother Earth as
well. These were areas where the deliberate actions of Humanity’s human egos had wounded and
traumatized the Planet.
The Divine Intent of this intervention was to prepare every man, woman, and child, and Mother
Earth herself, at a cellular level for an influx of Light that the Company of Heaven said would have
literally vaporized the Earth and all her Life as recently as four years ago. That dramatic statement
was given to us by the Beings of Light to demonstrate the unprecedented acceleration in
frequency and consciousness Humanity and the Earth have experienced at an atomic and
subatomic level since the Birth of the New Earth on December 21-22, 2012.
The two Gifts from On High that accomplished this monumental clearing and healing were the
most intensified frequencies of 5th-Dimensional Crystalline Solar Fire that the Earth and Humanity
had ever been able to assimilate. This Crystalline Solar Fire contained sacred geometric patterns
and previously unknown archetypes associated with the Flame of Transfiguring Divine Love and
the Violet Flame of God’s Infinite Perfection. These Gifts of Sacred Fire from the very Heart of our
Father-Mother God were encoded to clear and heal the bodies of Humanity and Mother Earth the
maximum that Cosmic Law would allow. This Activity of Light paved the way for the fulfillment of
a Divine Plan that Mother Mary and Saint Germain vowed to accomplish on behalf of ALL of the
Sons and Daughters of God evolving on this Planet if we were ever freed from the grip of our
human egos.
On August 19, 2015, Mother Mary and Saint Germain projected their luminous Presence into our
sanctuary to guide us through an Activity of Light that they had been orchestrating since
Humanity’s fall from Grace.
On this Planet Ages ago, the Sons and Daughters of God made the fateful decision to use our free
will and our creative faculties of thought and feeling to create patterns of imperfection that were
not based in Love. That tragic choice resulted in Humanity’s catastrophic fall into the abyss of
separation and duality. That horrific event resulted in the unintended consequences that formed
our fragmented and fear-based human egos.
Mother Mary is the Universal Keeper of the Flame of the Immaculate Concept, which reflects the
Original Blueprint and the Divine Potential of every person, place, condition, and thing existing in
the Causal Body of God. Saint Germain is the Universal Keeper of the Violet Flame of God’s
Infinite Perfection, which reflects the perfect balance of our Father God’s Blue Flame of Divine
Power and our Mother God’s Pink Flame of Divine Love. When these two selfless messengers of
God witnessed Humanity’s devastating fall from Grace they realized that without superhuman
Divine Intervention the potential of the Children of God lifting ourselves out of the quagmire of
negativity we were miscreating was practically nonexistent.
With that realization, Mother Mary took a Sacred Oath promising before God to hold the
Immaculate Concept for every Son and Daughter of God evolving on Earth until each and every
one of us Awakened effectively enough to burst the bonds of our human egos and return to Christ
Consciousness. Saint Germain, in turn, took a Sacred Oath promising before God to hold the
balance of the Violet Flame of God’s Infinite Perfection within the Heart Flame of each and every
person’s I AM Presence until the human ego was Loved Free and Humanity’s Earthly Bodies were
reclaimed.
On August 19, 2015, Mother Mary and Saint Germain affirmed that THIS WAS THAT COSMIC
MOMENT! This was the sacred and holy day for which Mother Mary and Saint Germain had been
preparing for millions of years.
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With Mother Earth and ALL Life evolving upon her securely held within the transformer of our
Unified Heart Flames, Mother Mary and Saint Germain bathed the Earth and all her Life in newly
encoded 5th-Dimensional Crystalline Solar frequencies of the Flame of the Immaculate Concept
and the Violet Flame of God’s Infinite Perfection.
The Flame of the Immaculate Concept is an exquisite Madonna Blue Flame with a Crystalline
White aura. The Madonna Blue Flame pulsates with the Immaculate Concept of ALL Life and the
Crystalline White aura pulsates with frequencies of the Ascension Flame.
The Violet Flame of God’s Infinite Perfection blazes in perfect balance with all of the various
frequencies of our Father God’s Blue Flame of Divine Power and our Mother God’s Pink Flame of
Divine Love.
Once these Sacred Flames were secured within the Core of Purity in every electron of precious Life
energy on Earth, Mother Mary and Saint Germain guided Humanity’s I AM Presences through the
process of reversing the adverse effects that Humanity’s fall from Grace has had on our DNA
structures.
Scientists believe that our DNA consists of two strands that form a double-helix configuration.
They believe that the genetic codes within this double-helix contain everything we need to explain
our existence. For a long time scientists thought that our DNA was stationary and could not be
changed. They called more than 94% of our DNA “Junk” DNA, because they had no idea what its
purpose was.
Scientists now know that our DNA structures are shimmering, waveform configurations that are
moment by moment being modified by Light, solar radiation, magnetic fields, sonic impulses,
thoughtforms, emotions, and most profoundly—GAMMA-RAYS. What they do not realize yet is that
originally we had 12 strands of DNA that functioned as a very elaborate communication system.
This DNA system allowed us to maintain conscious awareness of all of the multidimensional and
multifaceted aspects of ourselves. At that time, our DNA also allowed us to easily perceive the
Immaculate Concept of our Divine Potential as Sons and Daughters of God. This is when we
functioned in the full embrace of Christ Consciousness.
With the fall, we descended into such dense and discordant frequencies of separation and duality
that our 12 strands of DNA short circuited into the two strands that our scientists have discovered.
The reality is that the genetic codes in these fragmented strands of DNA do not contain our full
potential. On the contrary, they contain barely enough of our genetic codings to sustain brain
consciousness. This is why it is perceived that we only use 10% of our brain capacity and that, in
most instances, we no longer experience Christ Consciousness.
With the unprecedented shift of energy, vibration, and consciousness Humanity and all Life on
Earth had experienced since the Birth of the New Earth in 2012, and the long awaited removal of
Humanity’s human egos, Mother Mary and Saint Germain were finally able to fulfill their sacred
oaths. During what was perceived by many to be a miraculous Act of Divine Grace, the I AM
Presence of every man, woman, and child on Earth was empowered in previously unknown ways
which allowed them to recalibrate and re-circuit our fragmented strands of DNA into TWELVE NEW
5TH-DIMENSIONAL CRYSTALLINE SOLAR STRANDS OF DNA.
Every person’s I AM Presence integrated and assimilated this Life-transforming shift in the Realms
of Cause in preparation for Humanity’s Initiation into a Higher Order of Being, which was destined
to be God Victoriously accomplished the next day.
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HUMANITY’S INITIATION INTO A HIGHER ORDER OF BEING
On August 20, 2015, there were two final processes that needed to occur within Humanity’s newly
freed Earthly Bodies before our Initiation into a Higher Order of Being.
With the assistance of the Mighty Elohim who are the Cosmic Builders of Form, and the Directors
of the Ether, Air, Fire, Water, and Earth Elements, the I AM Presence of every person on Earth was
guided through an Activity of Light that activated the dormant Elemental Vortices within
Humanity’s Earthly Bodies. During this activation, Humanity’s Elemental Vortices were recalibrated
by the Mighty Elohim and our I AM Presence to receive Higher Frequencies of 5th-Dimensional
Crystalline Solar Light than we have ever known. This is the critical Light frequency that is
necessary in order for our I AM Presence to transform our carbon-based planetary bodies into 5thDimensional Crystalline Solar Light Bodies.
During this Cosmic Moment on Earth, our Father-Mother God have given permission for the
Directors of the Elements and the Mighty Elohim to greatly increase the assistance they are giving
to Humanity in our physical transformation process.
Our Earthly Bodies are comprised of the various elements. Our physical body is associated with
the Earth Element, our etheric body the Air Element, our mental body the Fire Element, our
emotional body the Water Element, and all of these vehicles are enveloped in the more rarefied
substance known as the Ether Element.
The Elementals are intelligent Beings that use the atomic and subatomic particles within the
elements for the building blocks of all manifest form. Within our Earthly Bodies there is a Master
Deva that directs all of the Elementals within our vehicles. This Being is known as our Body
Elemental and took vows at our inception to remain with us throughout all of our Earthly sojourns.
In the beginning, our Body Elemental was able to easily outpicture the patterns of perfection
within our DNA messenger codes. This was largely due to the active Elemental Vortices within
each of our Earthly Bodies. These vortices energized and sustained the elements within each of
our bodies, which allowed the Elementals to help us maintain a state of vibrant health and eternal
youth. Unfortunately, after the fall, everything changed. Our Elemental Vortices became dormant
when Humanity fell into the illusion of separation.
Now that Humanity is free from the manipulation of our human egos, the Directors of the
Elements have been given permission to not only reactivate the Elemental Vortices within our
Earthly Bodies, but to recalibrate them to receive Higher Frequencies of 5th-Dimensional
Crystalline Solar Light than we have ever been able to withstand.
On August 20, 2015, the Mighty Elohim and the Directors of the Elements guided the I AM
Presence of every person on Earth through the reactivation of our Five Elemental Vortices. The
Five Elemental Vortices are swirling vortexes of Light that shine like miniature Suns within our
Earthly Bodies when they are fully activated.
The first vortex to be activated was the Ether Vortex which pulsates above our head. On that
sacred and holy day, under the guidance of the Mighty Elohim, Humanity’s Ether Vortex was
awakened and fully activated. The Light of God expanded through the Ether Element and every
person’s Ether Vortex began blazing like the Sun allowing our four Earthly Bodies to be bathed in
rarefied Ethers from the 5th Dimension.
Next, the Air Vortex which pulsates in the location of our Throat Chakra was fully activated. When
the Air Vortex awakened it began blazing like the Sun. The Light of God expanded through the Air
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Element within our vehicles and Humanity’s Etheric Bodies were Transfigured.
Next, the Fire Vortex which pulsates in the location of our sternum in the center of our chest was
fully activated. When the Fire Vortex awakened it began blazing like the Sun. The Light of God
expanded through the Fire Element within our vehicles and Humanity’s Mental Bodies were
Transfigured.
The Water Vortex which pulsated within the location of our Root Chakra at the base of our spine
was fully activated next. When the Water Vortex awakened it began blazing like the Sun. The Light
of God expanded through the Water Element within our vehicles and Humanity’s Emotional Bodies
were Transfigured.
Next, the Earth Vortex which pulsates between our feet was fully activated. When the Earth Vortex
awakened it began blazing like the Sun. The Light of God expanded through the Earth Element
within our vehicles and Humanity’s Physical Bodies were Transfigured.
After the God Victorious accomplishment of that facet of the Divine Plan, Humanity was ready for
the final process that would allow us to be Initiated into a Higher Order of Being.
Once again, under the guidance and direction of the Builders of Form, the Mighty Elohim,
Humanity’s I AM Presences were led through an accelerated process of Divine Alchemy that
brought NEW frequencies of 5th-Dimensional Crystalline Solar Light through our newly activated
Elemental Vortices and into our physical, etheric, mental, and emotional bodies. According to the
Beings of Light in the Realms of Illumined Truth, that event quickened the Divine Alchemy taking
place within Humanity’s and Mother Earth’s Bodies and accelerated the transformation into our
5th-Dimensional Crystalline Solar Light Bodies in ways that transcends the comprehension of our
finite minds.
Once that facet of the unfolding Divine Plan was successfully accomplished, Solar Logos from Suns
beyond Suns beyond Suns projected their luminous Presence into the atmosphere of Earth and
took their strategic positions around the Planet. On the Holy Breath, these representatives of our
Omniscient, Omnipresent, Omnipotent Father-Mother God—the Cosmic I AM—All That Is, braced
Mother Earth and all Life evolving upon her in powerful shafts of Light.
When all was in readiness, our Father-Mother God Breathed the Sons and Daughters of God
evolving on Earth a quantum leap up the Spiral of Evolution and Initiated each and every one of
us into a Higher Order of Being.
The overwhelming success of that Activity of Light assured that from that moment forth, the Sons
and Daughters of God evolving on Earth who have experienced depths of pain and suffering
beyond anything we were ever intended to endure, will never again be manipulated in such
abhorrent ways by the fallen consciousness of our human egos.
That final Activity of Light, God Victoriously completed the Immaculate Concept of the Divine Plan
for the 29th Annual World Congress on Illumination and set the stage for the miracles that are
destined to take place in September 2015.
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THE MIRACULOUS DIVINE PLAN FOR SEPTEMBER 2015
ECLIPSES, THE EQUINOX, AND WAVE-X
I think that by the time we finally get through this unprecedented Ascension process we are all
going to be Quantum Physicists. I know some of this information is a bit overwhelming, but in
order to really grasp the magnitude of what is happening on this sweet Earth the Beings of Light
want us to at least contemplate some of these mind-boggling Truths. When we take the time to
contemplate this information, we open the door for our I AM Presence to reveal to us our
particular part of the unfolding Divine Plan. Then we are more easily able to fulfill our mission and
the greatest need of the hour on behalf of Humanity and Mother Earth. Fortunately, without the
interference of our human egos this is now going to be easier than ever before.
The reason this Ascension process is so unique is because we are not just one-by-one completing
our Earthly experiences and Ascending into the Inner Realms to begin the next level of our
individual learning process, as so many of our sisters and brothers have done since the inception
of this Planet. This time every man, woman, and child on Earth is simultaneously Ascending into
the 5th-Dimensional Crystalline Solar Frequencies of the New Earth—AND WE ARE BRINGING THE
TRANSFORMED OLD EARTH AND ALL LIFE EVOLVING UPON HER WITH US!
The old Earth and our recalcitrant sisters and brothers who are still asleep can only succeed in
making this monumental shift if those of us who are Awake, and abiding in the physical plane, will
make the conscious decision to accept responsibility for being our sisters and brothers keepers.
We can help exponentially by invoking the Violet Flame on behalf of ALL Humanity and
transmuting the human miscreations of our fragmented human egos from every time frame and
dimension both known and unknown. Then, through the Divine Alchemy of God’s Infinite Light, we
can transform every atomic and subatomic particle and wave of energy within our Earthly Bodies
and those of our sisters and brothers in the Family of Humanity into 5th-Dimensional Crystalline
Solar Light Bodies.
We not only have the ability to do this on behalf of Humanity, we also have permission to do this
because WE ARE ONE and there is NO separation. We have reached a critical mass of Divine Love
and the I AM Presence of every person on Earth has made the conscious decision to move forward
in the Light. This is true whether or not the person has realized this yet on a conscious level.
All we have to say is, “I AM my I AM Presence and I AM One with the I AM Presence of ALL
Humanity. The Light I invoke on behalf of myself I invoke on behalf of every person on Earth. I
know and accept that this influx of Light will manifest in perfect alignment with every person’s
Divine Plan and the highest good of all concerned.”
The Universe is standing in readiness awaiting the invitation to assist us in this unprecedented
experiment. It is true that we are in uncharted waters, but through the unified efforts of Heaven
and Earth OUR VICTORY IS ASSURED!
The Company of Heaven has revealed that shifts of energy, vibration, and consciousness
unparalleled in the history of time have occurred since the Birth of the New Earth in December
2012. However, the Beings of Light in the Realms of Illumined Truth say those accomplishments
will pale in comparison to the shifts we are on the verge of experiencing in the month of
September 2015.
Every conceivable assistance is being given to Humanity from On High to help us accomplish our
Ascension process. One of the most astounding things is the influx of Gamma Rays we have
received from what scientists say was one of the biggest and hottest explosions in the Universe.
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This monumental influx of Light reached the Earth in 2014, and it is daily and hourly affecting the
recalibration of our DNA. This powerful influx of Gamma Rays was the result of an explosion of a
Star that took place more than 12.1 billion years ago. The Beings of Light confirmed that this
Light reached Planet Earth in perfect Divine Timing. Just to give you an idea of how far away this
Star was, it takes 8.17 minutes for Light from the surface of the Sun to reach the surface of the
Earth.
Sometimes these astronomical numbers about time and space seem confusing to us, but we must
remember that time and space only exist in the 3rd and 4th Dimensions. From the 5th Dimension
and beyond, there is no such thing as time or space. In the Higher Realms of Light everything
occurs in the Eternal Moment of Now.
Gamma-ray bursts are not well understood by astronomers, but they realize that they are very
important because they are the most powerful explosions in the Universe. These bursts release
more energy in 10 seconds than Earth’s Sun will release during its entire expected lifespan of 10
billion years. Just imagine!
The Beings of Light have revealed that Gamma Rays are instrumental in recalibrating Humanity’s
DNA structures. Now that Humanity’s fragmented double helix DNA has been restored in the
Realms of Cause to the 12 strands we originally had, and recalibrated to the frequencies of 5thDimensional Crystalline Solar Light, we are ready for the monumental events that will take place
in September 2015. These events will catapult the Earth and ALL Life evolving upon her into the
highest frequencies of the New Earth we have ever experienced. According to the Company of
Heaven, the anticipated influx of Gamma Rays we will receive from WAVE X will shift Humanity’s
DNA in ways that will result in the most profound Awakening and return to Christ Consciousness
that has ever been attempted in any System of Worlds.
As is always the case, these monumental Activities of Light will occur first in the Realms of Cause,
then they will be magnetized into the world of effects which is the physical plane. This is
accomplished as the Sons and Daughters of God abiding on Earth magnetize these shifts into the
world of form through the Divinity within their Heart Flames. This means that we are not going to
instantaneously experience Heaven on Earth in September 2015, but once something is secured in
the Realms of Cause NOTHING can prevent it from manifesting in the world of effects. The only
variable is how long that will take and that is up to you and me and the rest of Awakening
Humanity.
To grasp the full magnitude of what is occurring in September 2015 the Beings of Light want us to
comprehend on a conscious level that this will involve the shift of energy, vibration, and
consciousness of every single atomic and subatomic particle and wave of Life evolving this Planet.
Even the most minute subatomic particle has Divine Intelligence and serves an important
purpose. For instance, the top quark is one of the smallest indivisible units of heavy matter. This
tiny particle is an important building block of all manifest form even though the top quark is
smaller than a trillionth of the width of a human hair and exists for only a trillionth of a trillionth of
a second. That is not a typo!
The Beings of Light keep reiterating how vital it is that we expand our awareness to realize that
everything is alive and has a degree of intelligence and consciousness. They have assured us that
this realization will quickly shift the perception of the masses into the acceptance of the Oneness
of All Life, which will in turn precipitate Humanity’s Reverence for All Life.
As Humanity continues to Awaken into a higher level of Christ Consciousness, much that we have
taken for granted in the World is being revealed as inaccurate. This is causing confusion and much
controversy in the various fields of science. For centuries science has used the limited left-brain
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approach of observing nature and the Universe objectively and then making logical assumptions
based on empirical evidence. Now, however, as we move into the 5th-Dimensional Crystalline
Frequencies of the New Earth that must change.
Through the newly Awakened state of Christ Consciousness, Humanity en masse is at long last
moving away from the dominance of our mind and our fragmented left-brain thinking. With the
assistance of our I AM Presence, we are finally balancing our intellect with the Love nature of our
heart and our right-brain’s creative and intuitive capabilities. This transformation is creating an
entirely new process for assimilating information that expands our awareness from the limitations
of the dense 3rd-dimensional plane into the multidimensional and multifaceted reality where each
and every one of us actually abides.
Now, at long last, instead of being controlled by all of the layers of distorted human thought which
were derived from our manipulative human egos after the fall—conscious, subconscious, and
unconscious mind—our I AM Presence is taking command. Through our newly balanced right- and
left-brain hemispheres, the unification of our hearts and minds, and our newly activated 12 Solar
Strands of 5th-Dimensional DNA, we are now able to assimilate information directly through the
Divinity of our Super Conscious Mind which is our I AM Presence.
Awakened Humanity will now, en masse, begin perceiving everything as Divine Energy, Vibration,
and Consciousness whether it is something in our daily lives or coming to us from dimensions
beyond. As we assimilate our shift into Christ Consciousness day by day, unimpeded by our fearbased human egos, we will become tangibly aware of this profound Truth in our meditations and
in our everyday life experiences. The miraculous catalyst for this profound transformation is
happening NOW!
On September 12-13, 2015, we will experience the beginning of our first Eclipse series without the
interference of our human egos. This will be a powerful partial Solar Eclipse that will greatly assist
the I AM Presence of every man, woman, and child on Earth to assimilate the miraculous changes
that we have been blessed with so far in 2015.
On September 22-23, 2015, which is the September Equinox, we will intensify the influx of Light
from the New Moon Solar Eclipse and secure it into the Core of Purity in every atomic and
subatomic particle and wave of Life on Earth.
The effects of that Activity of Light will build in momentum until September 27-28, 2015, when we
will experience not only an incredibly powerful influx of Light from a total Full Moon Lunar Eclipse,
but a life-transforming influx of Light from a Celestial Event referred to as WAVE X, or The Event
Horizon. This is a Celestial opportunity that we have not been able to benefit from since our fall
from Grace.
On September 28, 2015, we will receive a crescendo of Gamma Ray Light from the Galactic Core.
This is a rhythmic pulsation of Light that blesses our Solar System every 3,600 years with the
Divine Intent of raising the consciousness of Sons and Daughters of God and accelerating the
evolution of our Solar System. Even though this wondrous Gift of Light from On High has been
available every 3,600 years, since our tragic fall from Grace the Earth and Humanity have been
vibrating at a discordant frequency that was unable to receive or assimilate the benefits of these
Gamma Rays. Now, however, EVERYTHING HAS CHANGED!
The Company of Heaven has confirmed that with the miraculous changes that have taken place at
an atomic cellular level within Humanity and all Life on Earth since the Birth of the New Earth,
Humanity is finally able to receive and assimilate these powerful Gamma Rays from the Galactic
Core. For several weeks, the effects of these Gamma Rays have been gradually building in
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momentum. In fact, they were instrumental in assisting Humanity and the Company of Heaven to
fulfill the monumental events that were accomplished at the 29th Annual World Congress on
Illumination in August.
This influx of Gamma Rays will reach their peak in the midst of a total Full Moon Lunar Eclipse.
The influx of Light from the Full Moon Eclipse will stabilize the Water Element which composes
80% of the entire Elemental Kingdom and sustains the Emotional Bodies of Humanity. The Water
Element is also the Divine Intelligence through which the Love Nature of our Mother God, the Holy
Spirit, is tangibly manifest in the world of form.
In preparation for this Cosmic influx of Gamma Rays, the Company of Heaven want us to grasp
the magnitude of this opportunity by revealing the following information. Due to the lifetransforming Activities of Light that have been successfully accomplished through the unified
efforts of millions of Lightworkers around the World, the Earth and ALL her Life are now on the
brink of a miraculous Transfiguration.
On September 27-28, 2015, through every person’s I AM Presence, Humanity en masse is going
to receive the full power and might of the myriad Gamma Rays we have missed from this rhythmic
3,600 year Gift from On High, back to the initial impulse of the fall. This has never been done
before and no one knows how it will manifest for each of us individually, but KNOW the results will
ONLY enhance our lives and our Ascension process.
The Mighty Elohim have assured us that the Earthly Bodies of ALL Humanity and the Bodies of
Mother Earth are now vibrating at a frequency that is ready and able to withstand this influx of
Gamma Rays and that this will occur in perfect Divine Order. This is a Cosmic Moment beyond
anything that has ever occurred for the Sons and Daughters of God. Be at Peace and Be Here
NOW!
Your I AM Presence knows exactly how you can best experience this wondrous opportunity. Go
within, ask for guidance, and your I AM Presence will guide you unerringly through this process. I
Love YOU more than you will ever know. God Bless You.
Patricia Cota-Robles
New Age Study of Humanity’s Purpose
a 501 (c) 3 nonprofit educational organization

www.eraofpeace.org
FAX: 520-751-2981
Phone: 520-885-7909
New Age Study of Humanity’s Purpose
PO Box 41883,
Tucson, Arizona 85717
This article is copyrighted, but you have my permission to share it through any medium as long as it is
offered for FREE, it is not altered, and the proper credit line is included. Thank You.
©2015 Patricia Diane Cota-Robles
The information in this monthly sharing is being given to Humanity by the Beings of Light in the Realms of
Illumined Truth. The Divine Intent of these celestial sharings is to encourage, empower, uplift, and inspire
Humanity by allowing us to see the bigger picture during these wondrous but often challenging times.
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Saturday, September 12, 2015

Balsamic Moon Phase: trust, magic
Moon in Virgo
Goddess of Wisdom: Bhairavi (Goddess Who Fortifies the Heart)
God of Will/Desire: Kathe (God of the South)
Skill: "de-personalize and re-universalize"
(Note: I will post a separate Sunday report tomorrow. A "campfire" recording may also be on its
way. The standard headings of True Alignments, etc. are not listed today, as there is only one
focus of consequence. See below.)
The "100 Hours" of the Balsamic Moon comes to a close today. The Virgo New Moon
enters at the following times:
UNIVERSAL TIME: SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 2015 6:41 am
EASTERN TIME: SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 2015 2:41 am
PACIFIC TIME: SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 2015 11:41 PM
Until that time -- today -- there is only one thing to "do," but it is perhaps one of the hardest
things to do: step outside of ourselves and connect with something greater. This means we defocus on our personal/individual lives and re-focus on the fellowship of humanity.
It is the job of wise owls to, as best we can, de-personalize pretty much everything that comes
our way today. Though things happen in our lives, oftentimes dramatic and deeply emotional
things, today it is important that we not become mired in ourselves, project ourselves, react to
others, succumb to wounding, or pontificate on the goings-on of our personal world.
The Sabian symbol for the Virgo New Moon is "a girls basketball team." As the saying goes, there
is no I in team.
Until the New Moon, we are like wise owls in a tree, immersed in the scene of nature, but
watching it from a different perspective.
After the New Moon, we are like wise owls that come out of the tree and fly up to join together in
a ring of wings around the world (meditation below). A collective of human beings unifying
around the idea that "love prevails" and sending goodwill to all is a powerful thing.
There are wise owls all over the world, as demonstrated to me in the many beautiful emails after
recording the "Messages in a Bottle." Thank you all! The infusion of love into this Balsamic Moon
phase is astounding. Hearts have been fortified and are now ready to unify.
Today, we aim to go beyond ourselves in trust. We understand that a bigger picture is unfolding.
We hold the line -- hold the space -- at a key time of the emerging Second Renaissance. We take
a higher view today.
The "Wings Around the World" meditation is below. Join in anytime after the New Moon in your
time zone - you do not need to do it at the exact time of the New Moon. It's a "wave" and does
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not follow our notions of time and space.
The "Love Prevails" meditation from July 17 (which I now like to call the "Wings Around the World"
meditation) will be Sunday, September 13, the day of the Virgo New Moon. If you are inclined,
you can perform the meditation anytime this Sunday (September 13) after 2:41 am
ET/6:41 am UT. I will prepare everything in advance of the exact time of the New Moon. No
dogma here; adapt this to your preference:
http://www.oraclereport.com/
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2015-09-12 SOLAR ECLIPSE + NEW MOON in Virgo September 12 / 13 2015~
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Solar Eclipse and NEW MOON in Virgo opening up a portal with potentiality for great healing. This
is a time of seeing clearly, of trusting, of connecting deeply with Source and stepping forth
gracefully on ground that previously might have tripped us up. Time to activate our knowing and
trust it will guide us through…
Here are the MYSTIC MAMMA Astral Insights from our beloved featured astrologers. First from the
wonderful

KELLEY ROSANO:

“The Virgo New Moon on September 13 is a partial Solar Eclipse. Eclipses are the most powerful
transits that you can experience.
“They herald major beginnings and completions. There is a cosmic download of new information
into your DNA.
“You are being re-calibrated. Reset and readjusted to a higher vibration. Take it easy. You may
feel eclipsed…”
“Chiron the wounded healer is opposing the New Moon. He acts like a planet in your astrology.
Chiron is an asteroid. He is a bridge between Saturn (the past) and Uranus (the future).
“Your healing is important. Your wealth is in your health. The stronger you are the more you can
accomplish. The better you will feel. The wealthier you are.
“You are to move from criticism to compassion for yourself and others. This empowers you to heal
yourself. Be a healing influence on others…
“When you are needless, you are free. When you meet your own needs, you are free to selfactualize. You can reach your fullest potential/power. You can meet your own needs. You can to
be needless. This creates wholeness in you. Do what supports your balance. Do what makes you
strong.
“There is an awkward aspect between Uranus and the New Moon. Asking you to make
adjustments in your thinking. Do not limit yourself. The past does not equal the future…”
“Do what heals you. Do what empowers you. Let go of what is not serving you…”

© Copyright 2015 ~
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“The Partial Solar Eclipse/New Moon in Virgo is exact on Saturday September 12th, 2015 at
11:41pm PDT (the midpoint of the actual eclipse itself is 11:55pm)- initiating us into the Eclipse
portal of profound change, transformation, endings and new beginnings…”
“This solar eclipse is about healing karmic patterns that have been with us for lifetimes and which
have become crutches and roadblocks to our Soul’s evolution and growth. Each of us is up against
our biggest stuff right now- I am hearing this from all around (myself included).
“When we come up against our biggest stuff- the stuff that brings you to your knees- the desire is
to check out, deny, ignore and/or over focus on living in our Light so we don’t have to see and
address our darkest shadows.
“This is the ego’s reaction to being shown the Truth about the self- which can be quite a shocking
experience (particularly if we have invested a lot of our time and energy in NOT seeing the Truth
about ourselves).
“Yet the opportunity for profound healing and MAJOR SHIFTS in our evolution are absolutely
profound when we choose to face the self in such a way…”
“The Universe has conspired to bring us a pure Eclipse energy that is focused precisely like a
surgeon’s blade. The capacity to use this blade wisely to cut out the carcinogenic karmic patterns
that have been suffocating our Soul’s growth like a tumor overtaking the health and balance of
the body is possible right now.
“Yet it takes courage, humility, compassion for self and other and deep commitment to go all the
way and see this through to the end.”
“…opportunities for sudden and complete revelation of our deepest wounds and pain with the
capacity to move through them fully, see them for what they are, heal them and move further
down the path of our evolutionary journey.
“The potential of this Eclipse is to catalyze our healing and awakening in super galactic ways. It is
no coincidence that Saturn is in the last degree of Scorpio- dredging up the last bit of shadow and
facing us with our absolute deepest fears and karmic bonds…”
“It’s also not happenstance that the evolutionary North Node is on the super galactic centerbeaming us with high frequency energy to help us initiate the radical changes, evolutions and
shifts our Souls truly seek (and that our egos are running away from).
“We are in a confluence of energies right now that any single one of them would be huge- but
what we have is all of them happening AT THE SAME TIME.
“Many people have been speaking to this feeling like life is full on right now and that shit is
getting real. That is putting it mildly- and it is HIGHLY RECOMMENDED to harness this energy and
make it work for you in your life.
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“The potential for karmic completion on a massive level and moving into a new frequency and
dimension of evolution in your life is there and yet it is like a seed you have to choose to plant
and water with intention and conscious action to make this portal of time work for you.
“…This time right now is so huge and we all have this opportunity to make major evolutionary
shifts that will catapult us to a whole new level.
“The image that came with this download was of the video game ‘Mario Brothers’…if you ever
played this game you probably at some point found out about warp zones where you could
accidentally find a portal that would take you out of the level you were in and allow you to skip
levels and move far ahead…”
“Well this time right now with this Eclipse portal, Saturn at 29 Scorpio and the North Node
on the SGC (super galactic center) is such a warp zone. We all have the potential to find the
portal that can take us rapidly from one level of experience to another.
“For each of us this may play out differently- although I will tell you the means to finding it
is the same for everyone: INNER WORK.
“This is the Solar Eclipse in Virgo in action: commitment to one’s inner work, staying
humble, showing up, facing shadow, healing splits and making the necessary selfadjustments so that our Higher Self and lower self are more energetically resonant.
“We cannot pass through this portal if we cling to the old karmic patterns…We have to raise
our frequency to enter the portal- and the portal is only open for so long. This was the
biggest part of the download I got…”
“Yes we will all eventually get
opportunity to find your own
commitment to inner work- not
now and won’t be here for long.
and walk through it…”

there- and yes we will all ultimately wake up. But the
personal warp zone and skip levels (because of your
because you are cheating) is a rare one that is here right
You can choose to commit to your path and find this portal

“As you can see this is a potent Eclipse portal and perhaps an intense one as well. The
alchemical fires of transformation are hot and not for the faint of heart.
“If you want to become a diamond you must withstand much pressure. If you want to turn
base metal (ego) into gold (Higher Self) you must submit to the fire.
“The seed potential of this Eclipse is massive- and yet it is up to each of us to choose our
destiny and the journey we will each individually navigate to get there.
“There’s a fork in the road that is a-coming. and one path will take you on the fast track to
evolution. Enter at your own risk- and also at your own immense benefit!”
© Copyright 2015 ~DIVINE HARMONY All Rights Reserved

And from DIPALI DESAI from her Celestial Space Astrology:
“Solar Eclipses tend to be turbo-charged and supportive for new beginnings and or major
transitions in life…”
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“There is not one thing to fear with eclipses unless you are giving your power away to
superstition or fear of what’s to happen. Stay empowered and trust each will be guided
through this process.
“The New Moon in Virgo makes a ‘opposition’ to transiting Chiron in Pisces suggesting the
importance of healing an emotional wound, wholeness or perception which promote the
conflict of inferiority or superiority. Being in balance or middle point, at the Soul level, all is
equal.
“There may also be some insight and understanding about where hyper-criticism has taken a
hold creating self-sabotage or instills self-doubt. Someone or something in the outer physical
world will be the trigger for the opportunity to heal.
“At first it may feel uncomfortable or perhaps sensitive. Through an interaction, a deeper
realization appears of where we may need to address the issue(s).
“By surrendering the illusion of separation or abandonment by the Divine, one returns to the
state of grace and effortlessly feels the innate wholeness as a Soul expressing through the
physical form…”
“With Jupiter/Neptune transit, through real life interactions with others and situations, each
gets to apply greater compassion, forgiveness and acceptance of the bigger picture that is
unfolding…”
“There may be wonderful synchronicity in expansion of healing and reaching out into the
community to be of service. Maintain integrity and high standards of excellence in whatever
you provide…”
“The best way to work with the New Moon and Solar Eclipse in Virgo is to be precise in your
intention with a efficient plan of action. The key now is to be very grounded and organized.
“The energy has the potential to be revitalizing and helping each person to get into the
groove of a new daily schedule and rhythm. Being loving and attentive to the details is a
practical service to the Divine.”
© Copyright 2015 ~DIPALI DESAI All Rights Reserved
*NEW MOON* ECLIPSE Blessings to all!
~MM
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Triple Water Astrology – The Critical Degree! Weekly Horoscope –
Week Starting Friday, September 11, 2015

Please like my page at http://www.facebook.com/triplewaterastrology!
The week begins with Moon edging out of Leo on September 11 and forming a stellium with Sun
and Jupiter in Virgo early in the week. No doubt that thinking about work, service to others,
careful attention to details, and solving problems with analysis is prominent with the luminaries
expanded by Jupiter in Mercury’s earthy sign. Neptune and Chiron oppose the Virgo stellium,
creating a strong theme of ‘service and sacrifice’ early in the week (credit to Carol Rushman for
the term) and gives the first several days of the week an inspirational, healing, and spiritual feel.
Saturn leaves Pluto’s sign, Scorpio, at the very end of the week. Saturn will not see Scorpio again
for about another 29 years. An item that must not be overlooked is that Saturn and Pluto will not
be in each other’s signs again for a vast stretch of time! No doubt that the ‘behind the scenes
authority’ theme of the two in mutual reception is tough (and remains as a less prominent theme
in the transits with Pluto still in Capricorn). One might also ask, how were you able to expand your
limits over the past few years and increase your sense of perspectives and personal power?
Saturn can be very rewarding when we respond to his demands, indeed, and occasionally a planet
beyond him complements the reward handsomely.
As Sun moves into the last stretch of the Virgo sign by the end of the week, Mercury will have
gone retrograde in Libra. Mercury lingers in a cardinal t-square with Uranus and Pluto (with Pluto
at the focal point of the t-square) all week. Thought and communication is electrified by Uranus
and powered up by Pluto. A reasonably obvious use of the t-square is initiating change via
Mercury’s functions. Wild swings and intense changes might be the result, especially after Mercury
goes retrograde.
What might this week portend for you? Consider your Sun sign and rising sign/ascendant as well.
Aries
Aries Sun has a week tending towards ups and downs, but the spontaneity and novelty of the week might
also be fun. Thinking about new ideas, using technology to make life easier and more productive, and quickly
shifting directions flow well for Aries. September 13 to 15 is probably the nicest part of the week for you,
with significant others and family at the forefront during mid-week. A sense of togetherness, community, and
social gatherings also flows well on those days, a nice complement to the “spirit and service” theme of VirgoPisces this week if you choose to make it so. Structure and authority, in contrast, might feel heavy this week.
The restrictions lift somewhat on September 17. Relationships are also a plus all week. Final thought for
Aries: concentrating and focusing on what you want in a dedicated manner is important this week.
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Taurus
With the Venus retrograde curveball long gone, Taurus Sun has ample opportunity this week to
move forward with determined ambition and drive. Creativity and spontaneity flow well for Taurus
this week, especially in terms of competition, expending energy, and a bias towards action.
Mercury in Libra going retrograde this week affects Taurus more than average. This might create
enjoyable interchanges from normal activities. Becoming more bookish, reconsidering old ideas,
and either a great deal of communication with other people, or hardly any at all, definitely add
variety to your week. From about September 13 until the end of the week, taking immediate,
decisive action, showing leadership within organization, and concentrating energy with a laser-like
focus in order to achieve your goals becomes a potential useful and productive theme for you.
Final thought for Taurus: no additional insights for Taurus this week.
Gemini
Heavier energies affect Gemini Sun this week, as your Sun’s ruler prepares to retrograde. The week also has
a lighter side, with your ruling planet in Venus’ sign. Being social, diplomatic, and finding harmony in
relationships is an uplifting theme for Gemini this week. The last gasp of the “behind the scenes authority”
theme also affects you directly. Gemini’s affinity for words, ideas, and learning has a sense of freedom and
change associated with it this week, and ultimately has an outlet in helping you to develop sharp
perspectives and power, particularly at work – if you’re willing to expend the effort. Also watch for another
important theme developing in the second half of the week. Starting around September 14, organizational
goals, creative leadership, and immediate application of energy are concepts you might directly apply to your
aspirations. Final thought for Gemini: daunting obstacles, perhaps, are meant to show how you can
overcome them through using your strengths this week.

Cancer
Creativity and spirituality characterize the theme at the beginning of the week for Cancer Sun.
Cancer has the opportunity to express the core self in the context of close relationships on
September 13, definitely an interesting and perhaps useful manifestation. September 14 and 15
are also strongly affiliated with relationships for you. The first two days of the week, and the last
two days of the week (September 11 and 12 and September 16 and 17), definitely have the
intense feel of the final days of the “behind the scenes authority” theme. Intuiting what authority
needs, particularly at work, and operating within structures of power is probably second nature for
you after two years of Saturn-Pluto of influence. Saturn entering Sagittarius might feel odd, but
bear in mind that Pluto is still opposing your Sun’s sign. Continuing to focus on building personal
power and developing authority in career is definitely still of heightened importance and has
potential, if you’re up to the challenges. Final thought for Cancer: Saturn entering Sagittarius at
the end of the week is a convenient reminder for Cancer to think about beginnings and initiating
new cycles in life.
Leo
An “innovative power” type theme starts the week for Leo Sun. Close relationships also become more
important for Leo as the week progresses. A more subtle theme connecting Leo to the Mercury retrograde
this week also exists. Collaborative efforts to solve problems and networking are important for you this week,
and by the end of the week, Leo will experience a great deal of collaboration, cooperation, and harmony in
the context of thinking and problem-solving, or not much at all. September 15 and 16 are outstanding days
for participating in community and team-oriented activities, and September 17 rounds out the week for Leo
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with a renewed burst of ambition and taking action in order to meet your goals. Final thought for Leo:
deciding how to prevent yourself from being entangled in complicated situations is important this week.

Virgo
Relationships give Virgo Sun a boost this week, as your Sun’s ruler prepares to retrograde. A
heightened sense of fiery dedication and commitment to work or other areas of life is also of use
for Virgo this week. Sun is nearing the end of your Sun’s sign this week, but you can still take
advantage of the powerful center of the solar system in your own sign – with Jupiter also in your
Sun’s sign as an added benefit. A sense of optimism and unity in your identity is a continuous
theme for you this week. You might feel that this week also contains a need to ameliorate other
people’s needs, but thinking outside of the box helps move you forward and finding ways to avoid
having to meet other people’s demands at the expense of your own needs. Virgo is also definitely
attuned to the Saturn moving into Sagittarius event…among other things, you might find that the
workplace has a different feel starting at the end of the week. Final thought for Virgo: problemsolving can be challenging this week – working to collect enough information from various sources
might be the key to generating solutions.
Libra
An added amount of drive and ambition lingers for Libra Sun at the beginning of the week. This useful theme
gradually fades as the week passes. Mercury in your Sun’s sign is largely influential this week for you.
Mercury’s logic, manifesting in Venus’ sign, is a plus for your natural inclination to balance with other people.
Watch for opportunities, therefore, to problem-solve, socialize, and ask questions and give answers to add to
the variety and productivity of your week. Mercury retrograding at the end of the week gives a sense of
problem-solving and exchanging information with other people in depth. Sudden insights and applying new
modes of thought are also themes waiting to be used by Libra this week, given the effort, ultimately for use
in developing new perspectives and increasing your influence. Final thought for Libra: an idea lingering from
the past few weeks continues to be relevant: consider that your own judgment might be best after listening
to other relevant sources.

Scorpio
Saturn leaves Scorpio this week, quite a shift for Scorpio Sun. The advantages and difficulties of
having the Lord of Karma in your sign for so long have likely contributed to crystallizing change in
your self, those around you, and various situations and struggles in your life. Scorpio’s week starts
well, with a sense of optimism and self-expression flowing nicely for you. Given the effort, Scorpio
also has best access of all of the signs this week to the power of the mind. Step-by-step logic,
combined with finding instant solutions to problems, can be of great benefit for you this week.
Relationships are also a subtle theme for Scorpio, but definitely in the picture. A combination of
collaborative and independent efforts creates decent opportunities for you to move your goals
forward this week, particularly in the area of career (one last chance this week to appease and
impress authority; whether it is necessarily accessible, it’s definitely present!). Final thought for
Scorpio: if you’ve given your best effort to a task or project, no need to fret about less than
perfect results.
Sagittarius
A more spiritual feel to life, in general, continues for Sagittarius Sun this week. Very interesting considering
Saturn will enter your Sun’s sign at the end of the week. Saturn entering your Sun’s sign, Jupiter’s sign, is an
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odd mix. Perhaps it can be the best of all worlds for everyone, and in particular Sagittarius Sun. Saturn
discourages excesses and inefficiencies, yet he is not overly strict and overbearing in Jupiter’s sign.
Sagittarius is in a favorable position to take advantage of a prolonged “controlled expansion” theme and thus
creating and implementing strategies to move goals and aspirations forward in the long term is important. A
fair amount of dedication and commitment to your aspirations and what you believe in is also available this
week, and this sentiment is strongest at the end of the week. Final thought for Sagittarius: considering the
role of other people, in both how they limit you, and might help you to expand your limits, is very apropos
for Sagittarius this week.

Capricorn
No doubt that Saturn changing signs is quite an event for Capricorn Sun this week. The balance of
planets in the elements is tipped further to fire this week, and Saturn and Uranus will remain in
fire signs for some time. For Capricorn, acclimating to the fiery energies in the transits has its
benefits. This week can be productive for you. Using persistence, controls, and finding ways to
multiply your efforts is a theme that continues from last week and can still be used beneficially.
The “controlled expansion” theme also becomes more intense for Capricorn after Saturn enters
Sagittarius. While the idea of expansion in tension with Saturn’s restriction has its difficulties,
finding a persistent, steady way to direct efforts will likely benefit those who consciously make the
effort to do so. Capricorn Sun is probably the foremost beneficiary of this theme. Final thought for
Capricorn: Mentoring qualities might emerge for you this week, especially if you focus on truly
hearing another person.
Aquarius
Saturn no longer squares your Sun’s sign after this week, and Mercury going retrograde is rather influential
for Aquarius Sun. Relationships are also influential for Aquarius this week, suggesting a busy week of change
and new trends and ideas for you. Mercury in Libra, retrograde or direct, generally works well for Aquarius.
One possible effect of Mercury going retrograde for you is the advantage of devoting deeper thought to
problem solving, and less, but more in depth, communication. Saturn moving into Sagittarius will likely feel
less restrictive in general for Aquarius, and in particular less restrictions will be felt at work. Careful thought
and insight given to implementing change in various situations works better than average this week, with the
caveat that it implies great effort! A valuable hint of dedication and focus on achieving what you want this
week is also available, to your benefit. Final thought for Aquarius: seeking a fair resolution to disputes will
help you move on to more important issues this week.

Pisces
A continuing uplifting theme for Pisces Sun persists. Pisces is somewhat removed from the action
in the transits this week, with one stark exception: Saturn entering Sagittarius. Pisces might
greatly benefit from Saturn’s structure, even with the difficult square by sign to your Sun. While
caution needs to be observed, to prevent restriction of creativity and self-expression, great benefit
can be observed by applying structure to creative efforts. Organized, disciplined, and standardized
foundations provide fertile ground for enormous creativity and making aspirations, imagination,
and ideas into reality. At the moment, Pisces can enjoy a soulful week, with solitude if you prefer,
or a sense of community reaching for a higher collective via cheerful service to others. Final
thought for Pisces: unraveling enigmas through deeper understanding and skillful handling of
situations works well for Pisces this week.
https://triplewaterastrology.wordpress.com/2015/09/10/triple-water-astrology-the-criticaldegree-weekly-horoscope-week-starting-friday-september-11-2015/
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2015-09-01 “Something” Just Happened! China’s Gold Stocks, Dumping of US
Treasuries, Quantitative Tightening (QT), Oil Markets
By Bill Holter
Global Research, September 01, 2015
http://www.globalresearch.ca/something-just-happened-chinas-gold-stocks-dumping-of-ustreasuries-quantitative-tightening-qt-oil-markets/5473107?
utm_source=Global+Research+Newsletter&utm_campaign=54f7cd8364Washington_9_2_2015&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_0ec9ab057f-54f7cd836481363473&ct=t%28Washington_9_2_2015%29&mc_cid=54f7cd8364&mc_eid=2584f8db94

“Something” happened three weeks ago. While we cannot be sure “what” exactly happened, we
can speculate. We have many dots and lots of data points to help us but first it needs to be
pointed out, even if wrong in conclusion …just the knowledge alone that “something changed” is
enough. If you know something has changed, you can take clues and look at various markets for
inflection points. Currently, most markets are stretched to various limits. Whether it be zero
bound credit markets, equities, real estate, commodities or gold and silver, all values had reached
extreme highs or lows.
Something changed three weeks ago and a series of events began. It all started with China
announcing 600 additional tons of gold. This was followed by the IMF rebuff of China, the three
yuan devaluations and three “coincidental” explosions. Then equity markets around the world
(which were already weak) began to violently unravel and finally spilled over to the U.S.. This
tested the PPT’s limits (which were apparently $23 billion last week).
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There were other behind the scenes dots which I
missed and would like to add here before theorizing. In the gold arena, the GLD inventory supposedly rose
over the last two weeks even though gold was “weak” and being sold. This was against a backdrop of very
deep backwardation going out a full six months in London. The current backwardation is further out in time
and far larger in price than EVER before! These two data points are in exact divergence to a dropping gold
price. Why would there be buying in GLD if gold was being panic sold? Also, if real gold was being dumped,
how could it be in backwardation or shortage? Wouldn’t “sales” make product extremely plentiful?

There were several more major anomalies in gold. As of Friday, there were 63 August contracts
still open …even though the contract went off the board. This has NEVER happened in 40 years!
How is this possible? The day before on Thursday, there were 552 contracts open. Can someone
please explain to me why the shorts would not have delivered gold (like they did in the old days)
on the first or second delivery day rather than waiting to the last day? Someone has to pay for
storage, why would the short want to pay for storage they are contractually able to deliver nearly
30 days prior and avoid the charges. Are they having problems sourcing gold? Just like several
mints who have gone to rationing or halts of production …and exactly as the backwardation is
suggesting?
Over in silver, did you know they had confirmed volume on Thursday of 122,482 contracts traded? Did you
know this represents 612 MILLION ounces of silver …or over 87% of annual global silver production ex China
and Russia? How in the world does 87% of a full year’s production trade in just several hours? Doesn’t this
go against commodity laws? AND, silver was pummeled on Thursday so it was supposed to represent PANIC
SELLING. Who was panicking and needed to sell all that silver so fast? …especially since the U.S. Mint just
raised premiums and started rationing dealers because they couldn’t keep up with DEMAND! Let’s not forget
the Royal Canadian Mint, they have suspended sales of silver Maples! Why or how could this be? Everyone
has been selling silver but the mint could not source any? This defies pre school logic!
Let me give you another very strange data point. The FRBNY (New York Fed.) always reports custodial gold
holdings on the 28th or 29th of the month for the previous month. They missed July 29th and reported on
August 20 NO GOLD was shipped (to Germany for their repatriation program) when month after month they
have been reporting close to 10 tons out the door. What’s going on?

Before telling you what I think has changed, we need to look at what China has just done. China
has sold $100 billion worth of Treasury bonds over the last two weeks. Before they sold these,
they devalued their yuan by about 5% which is the same thing as making their dollar holdings
worth 5% more in yuan …so they increased their sale by the equivalent of $5 billion! Please
understand the following because it is VERY important: we have not experienced hyper inflation in
the U.S. because the debt was always “sterilized”. We actually exported the inflation to other
nations and, as long as they did not sell the actual dollars (if they sold Treasuries), the trade
remained sterilized. It was reported Friday China had actually sold their dollars realized from the
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Treasury sales for …you guessed it YUAN! This drove the yuan up versus the dollar so China added
even more to their trade. Brilliant!
This topic deserves an entire writing and I’ll undertake it later. Suffice it to say, the Federal
Reserve had to buy the $100 billion worth of bonds. This is “reverse” QE or as they now say “QT”
(quantitative tightening). As the great credit unwind continues, more and more Treasuries from
China and other sources will hit the market and force the Fed to buy them. This will take more
and more “space” on the Fed’s balance sheet but they will have NO CHOICE unless they want
interest rates to skyrocket. In the end, the inflation we exported for so many years will come
washing back on our shores like a tidal wave!
OK, what do I think “happened” three weeks ago? On the original writing, I erroneously believed the SGE
had not reported withdrawals for the last two weeks; this was incorrect and they have, in fact, reported
withdrawals. This led me to believe China was no longer being delivered gold. No proof of this yet, but it will
mathematically happen. Why? Because the simple math says so. China/India can only import more than total
production for as long as Western vaults have metal to dishoard. Once non-delivery does happen and
becomes known, our hoard of “power” will be gone and so will the façade of financial strength. Our standard
of living will collapse into third world status, hand in hand with a broken financial system.
Something behind the scenes has caused markets all over the world to convulse. The likely candidate
involves leverage and most probably derivatives. As I wrote last week, “dead bodies must be strewn
everywhere”, call them walking dead institutions or whatever. We have experienced 5% and even 10%
moves in various markets in less than a week’s time or even in just one day. Many derivatives are carried
with just one or two percent margin, in other words the moves have been big enough to completely wipe out
equity. Winners become losers when the losers cannot pay and default.
There is one more piece of news that may be nothing at all or it may fit hand in hand with the above. King
Salman of Saudi Arabia announced a visit for this coming week with president Obama.

http://www.nytimes.com/2015/08/27/world/middleeast/saudi-arabia-king-plans-to-visit-us.html?
partner=rss&emc=rss&_r=0
The press has speculated the meeting has to do with the Iran deal or even aggressions with
Yemen. I don’t think so. My guess is King Salman may be coming to Washington to say “the deal
is off”. The “deal” being Henry Kissinger’s early 1970′s petrodollar. I suspect Saudi Arabia will
inform our commandeer in chief, they will begin accepting yuan for oil. The Saudis have over the
last year or more done many trade deals with both Russia and China. It should only follow at
some point they do not use dollars but instead use their own currencies.
Before finishing, Saudi Arabia increased their oil production at the behest of Washington to injure
Russia. I think the price drop got way out of control as the algos took over. The drop was so
severe, it has seized up the U.S. fracking industry and put at least $500 billion worth of energy
credit in jeopardy while China has filled up her storage reserves with cheap oil. If I am correct
about the gold default, China/Russia have also made strategic strides in trade with Iran and Saudi
Arabia in preparation.
The important thing is you understand “something” very big has happened and trends are changing in many
markets. The leverage in all markets suggests a “holiday” will occur because the unwinding cannot be
orderly. The “unwinding”, by the way, will need to undue the credit built upon credit going all the way back to
Aug. 15, 1971!
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